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In theabsenceofexternal stimuli, humanhemodynamicbrainactivity
displays slow intrinsic variations. To find out whether such fluctua-
tions would be altered by persistent pain, we asked 10 patients with
unrelenting chronic pain of different etiologies and 10 sex- and age-
matched control subjects to restwith eyes openduring 3-T functional
MRI. Independent component analysiswas used to identify function-
ally coupled brain networks. Time courses of an independent
component comprising the insular cortices of both hemispheres
showed stronger spectral power at 0.12 to 0.25 Hz in patients than
in control subjects,with the largestdifferenceat0.16Hz.A similarbut
weaker effect was seen in the anterior cingulate cortex, whereas
activityof theprecuneusandearly visual cortex,usedasa control site,
did not differ between the groups. In the patient group, seed point-
based correlation analysis revealed altered spatial connectivity
between insulaeandanterior cingulate cortex. The results imply both
temporally and spatially aberrant activity of the affective pain-
processing areas in patients suffering from chronic pain. The accen-
tuated 0.12- to 0.25-Hz fluctuations in the patient group might be
related to altered activity of the autonomic nervous system.
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Acute painhas an importantprotective function and is supported
by a well-known brain network comprising the insular cortex,

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), primary and secondary somato-
sensory cortex, and thalamus (1). When pain becomes chronic, its
physiological protective function is lost. Chronic pain decreases the
quality of life and interferes with the cognitive, affective, and phys-
ical functioning. Although one-fifth of the Western population
suffers from chronic pain (2), the underlying brain activity is poorly
understood.
Extensive meta-analyses (1, 3, 4) indicate that the brain areas

related to chronic and acute pain differ to some extent, but no
single brain-activity pattern is specific to chronic pain. Morpho-
metric analyses suggest gray-matter loss in many chronic pain
conditions, indicating that chronic pain may alter brain structure
(5), but in a reversible manner (6).
Previous studies on the brain basis of chronic pain have con-

centrated on abnormal activation sites and strengths following
external stimulation. Studies of resting-state brain activity by
means of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have
shown that the connectivity within the default-mode network (7) is
altered in chronic pain, together with reduced task-related deac-
tivation within this network (8, 9). Recently, the spectra of the
default-mode network were shown to contain more power at 0.05
to 0.1Hz in patients suffering from diabetic neuropathic pain than
in healthy control subjects (9).
In the present study, we focused on the resting-state fluctuations

and functional connectivity of the affective pain-processing areas,
the insula and ACC, in chronic pain. Specifically, we recorded
spontaneous fMRI signals during rest for about 10 min from 10
patients suffering from different types of spontaneous chronic pain
that had lasted, on average, for 10 years (range 1–30 years). The
results were compared with an age- and sex-matched control group.

Independent component analysis (ICA) was first applied to
fMRI data collected during rest to unravel functionally coupled
brain regions, and the analysis was completed with spectral and
spatial-correlation analysis of spontaneous fluctuations. As the
main finding, the patients had enhanced 0.12- to 0.25-Hz fluc-
tuations and disturbed connectivity in their affective pain matrix.

Results
Pain Ratings. Before scanning, the patients estimated, on a visual
analog scale from 0 to 10, the intensity of their continuous pain.
The intensity had been 6.4 ± 0.6 (mean± SEM; range from 2.5–8)
during the previous week and was 5.3 ± 0.6 (range 2.5–8) on the
day of the measurement. All patients, but none of the control
subjects, experienced pain throughout the scanning.

Spatially Independent Components and Their Time Courses. Fig. 1
shows, on an average brain, the patterns of three spatially inde-
pendent components (ICs) that we studied in detail; the IC anal-
ysis was based on the pooled data of patients and control subjects:
IC1 (red) showed strongest activity in the lower insular region in
both hemispheres, IC2 (green) included the anterior and middle
cingulate cortices, IC3 (blue) comprised the precuneus, and early
visual cortices (VisCx), and was used as a control.
Fig. 2 shows the corresponding time courses for all patients

(Upper) and control subjects (Lower). The temporal patterns differ
already upon visual inspection, both between the three compo-
nents and between the two subject groups. In the insula and ACC,
both groups display rhythmic fluctuations, whereas the signals are
more irregular in the precuneus and VisCx. In the insula, the
fluctuations are faster in patients than in control subjects, evident
from the power spectra displayed in Fig. 3. Although the main
spectral power in the control subjects is below 0.12 Hz (corre-
sponding to eight cycles or less per minute), patients have abun-
dant activity at 0.12 to 0.25 Hz, most conspicuous in the insular
component. High-resolution analysis of this frequency band indi-
cated that only in the insula and ACC the largest differences
between the two groups occured around 0.16 Hz. Control subjects
also have some 0.12- to 0.25-Hz activity in the insula.
Fig. 4 shows the total spectral power in both control subjects and

patients divided into three frequency bands. In the highest frequency
band (0.12–0.25Hz), the patients have statistically significantlymore
power than the control subjects in insula andACC(P<0.005andP<
0.006, respectively), whereas no statistically significant difference is
seen in the precuneus andVisCx. In the two lower bands (0–0.05Hz
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and 0.05–0.12 Hz), the groups behave similarly, except for a small
difference in the lower band of the ACC (P < 0.02).

Connectivity Analysis. Fig. 5 illustrates the result of correlation
analysis based on seed regions in the right and left anterior insula,

right middle and left posterior insula, anterior middle cingulate
cortex (MCC), posterior ACC, and the VisCx. In control subjects,
both theanterior and theposterior insulaewereactivatedbilaterally,
and their signals covaried with theACC regardless of the seed area.
In patients, the ACC and insula were not functionally connected.
Table S1 summarizes the statistically significant differences

between control subjects and patients. The subject groups differed in
all connectivities reported, except when the anteriorMCC served as
the seed area. The control analysis with the VisCx seed showed no
statistically significant differences between the groups within the
affective pain matrix. In these analyses, the affective pain matrix
never showedgreater connectivity inpatients than in control subjects.

Discussion
Main Findings. The major abnormalities in our patients suffering
from chronic pain were the aberrant temporal fluctuations and
disturbed functional connectivity covering the lower insula and
ACC, which belong to the affective pain matrix.
In healthy subjects, blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD)

fluctuations concentrated within the affective pain matrix, as well
as in precuneus and VisCx, to frequencies below 0.1 Hz that have
been commonly described to occur during the resting state (10,
11), and the functional connectivity between insula and ACC/
MCC was comparable to previous observations (12).
Regular signal fluctuations were observed in the insular

regions of both subject groups, although the fluctuations were
significantly faster in patients. The regularity, as such, suggests an
underlying physiological mechanism that we discuss in greater
detail below.

Insular and ACC Activity Related to Pain. The insular cortex is
commonly activated in brain-imaging studies of acute exper-
imental pain. During chronic pain, however, the insular activity
may be complex. In an early PET study, patients with ongoing
neuropathic pain had increased regional cerebral blood flow in
bilateral insulae and in the ACC (13), whereas alleviation of
postherpetic pain by lidocaine increased activity in the right
anterior insula and inferior frontal gyrus, although the other parts
of the cerebral pain circuitry were suppressed (14). Similarly,
insular (as well as ACC) activity was increased during placebo
analgesia (15).
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Fig. 1. Spatial patterns of three independent components (MNI z-coordinates
indicated for the slices). The red color delineates common areas of IC1 in the
whole study group (patients plus controls), green/yellow shows IC2, and blue is
IC3 used as a control site.
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Fig. 2. Individual time courses of ICs 1, 2, and 3 shown separately for all patients (Upper, P1–P10) and control subjects (Lower, C1–C10).
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Current consensus emphasizes the roleof insula for interoception
(16, 17). Electrical stimulation of human insular cortex elicits, in
addition to pain, auditory, vestibular, vegetative, olfactory, and
gustatory responses, thereby implying a multimodal role for the
insular cortex (18). Insula receives afferent connections from a
multitude of cortical areas, including primary and secondary
somatosensory cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, cingulate gyrus, and
associative cortices (19). It also receives input from the autonomic
nervous system (ANS), and its role in autonomic function is sup-
ported by connections to amygdala, hypothalamus, and cingulate
cortex. Insular lesions (after a stroke, for example) may lead to
cardiac complications, assumed to take place via changed ANS
function (20). Because interoception, homeostasis, and pain are
closely connected (21), our painpatients’ accentuatedoscillations in
insular cortices andACCcould reflectmodulations inANS function
associated with continuous activity of the nociceptive system.
Nociceptive pathways project to midbrain and brain-stem areas

that regulate ANS function (22). Pain, and even anticipation of
pain, can elicit ANS arousal. Long-term noxious bombardment
may result in ANS dysfunction, and such disorders have been
found in patients suffering from various clinical pain conditions,
such as chronic tension headaches and migraines (23), as well as
irritable bowel syndrome and chronic pelvic pain syndrome (24,
25). It is thus tempting to speculate that the accentuation of insular
and ACC oscillations in our patients were related to modified
autonomic arousal driving the cerebral hemodynamics.
It is also to be noted that, whereas insula and ACC were func-

tionally connected in our healthy subjects, the connectivity was
restricted in the patient group. In healthy subjects, the anterior
insula–ACC system has been suggested to integrate the inter-
oceptive input with its emotional salience in contrast to the whole
insula–MCC system, which is more related to environmental
monitoring and response selection (12). In our patients, the
observed disruption of the connectivities of both these systems
could result from constant noxious input, although this result
contradicts recent findings in patients with diabetic neuropathic

pain, whose functional connectivity was strengthened in networks
including, for example, anterior insula (9).

Possible Sources of Artifacts. Physiological signals arising, for exam-
ple, from cardiac function, respiration, or blood pressure, can have
substantial impacton themeasuredBOLDsignal.The sitesoforigin
of these fluctuations can overlap with functional networks fluctu-
ating during rest andmethods such as principal component analysis
or ICA may not be able to separate the neural activity from the
physiological noise sources (26).
Cardiac cycle-related artifacts in BOLD fMRI can be observed

in several brain regions (27). To avoid such physiological noise,
many recent studies of the resting-state networks have focused on
frequencies below 0.1, or even below 0.08 Hz (28–30). Cardiac-
gated data acquisition (31, 32), or modeling and correcting for
respiration and heart-cycle artifacts, can improve the statistical
power of the data analysis (33–36).
The main cardiac cycle-related artifacts occur close to large

vessels (27) at 0.6 to 1.3 Hz in the typical BOLD spectrum (11). In
our study, the strongestfluctuations occurred close to the course of
medial cerebral artery, but importantly also included other areas,
such as the ACC. To understand the possible effect of cardiac
function on the insular BOLD signal fluctuations, we carried out
control fMRI–ECG recordings on two healthy subjects and on two
patients (SI Text). Despite a weak (∼0.1) positive correlation
between heart rate and BOLD signal, we were not able to dis-
tinguish the patients from the control subjects with this measure.
The analgesic medication could have influenced the BOLD

fluctuations. Eight of our 10 patients used either gabapentin or
pregabalin, which act on voltage-sensitive calcium channels (37). In
anesthetized rats, gabapentinmodulates theBOLDsignal in several
areas involved in nociceptive processing, for example, by increasing
activity in thalamus and periaqueductal graymatter and decreasing
it in amygdala (38). In humans, even a single dose of gabapentin
can modulate brain responses to noxious mechanical stimuli
(39). Moreover, half of our patients used tricyclic antidepressants
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Fig. 3. Individual normalized spectra superimposed separately for patients (Upper) and control subjects (Lower).
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(amitriptylin or nortriptylin), often administered in low doses to
treat chronic pain. These drugs inhibit the reuptake of noradrena-
line and serotonine, but can also affect the ANS mainly via anti-
cholinergic effects. The possible effects of all these drugs on the
observed BOLD fluctuations still remain to be shown.

Functional Relevance of the 0.1- to 0.25-Hz Fluctuations. The sites of
enhanced high-frequency fluctuations are in good agreement with
recent findings on functional connectivity in resting healthy sub-
jects (40): a strong coherence in the high-frequency (0.17–0.25Hz)
and the middle-frequency band (0.08–0.17 Hz) was observed in
insula and amygdala, whereas the connectivity at the low (below
0.08 Hz) frequencies had different spatial distribution.
Modulation of temporal fluctuations has been observed within

the resting-state networks of schizophrenic subjects (41), with
accentuation of frequencies from 0.08 to 0.24Hz, andwith themain
differencebetweenpatients andahealthycontrol grouparound0.13
Hz. This alteration was interpreted to reflect a change in the func-
tional connectivity of the involved brain regions. Similarly, we could
explain our results by decreased functional connectivity of the
affective-emotional pain matrix in our patient group; this inter-
pretation is supported by the seed-based connectivity analyses.
One possible explanation for the difference between the groups

could be modified vasomotion (cyclic variation of the diameter of
arterioles) in the activated brain regions, typically occurring
around 0.1 Hz (10, 42). However, the exact relationship between
local vasomotion and, for example, the ANS drive as a possible
synchronization mechanism of arteriolar diameter variations still
remains an open question.

Conclusions. The regularly occurring BOLD oscillations in our
subjects lead us to propose that the accentuated fluctuations at

0.12 to 0.25Hz in patients suffering from chronic pain could reflect
modulated autonomic arousal. These findings emphasize the
importance of closer scrutiny of the time courses of brain activity,
an aspect that has been so far quite rare in the fMRI community.
The results also open several questions for future research. For

example, we need information about the influence of various drugs
on the BOLD fluctuations. Moreover, it would be beneficial to
routinely monitor variability in ANS function during the fMRI
scanning to illuminate the extent to which intrinsic BOLD fluc-
tuations really reflect ANS activity.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. We studied 10 patients (ages 38–67 years, mean 51; eightmales, two
females) who suffered from a continuous spontaneous chronic pain. Table S2
lists the site, etiology, duration, and intensity of thepain in eachpatient; Table
S3 lists the medications.

All patients suffered from spontaneous severe pain. They were recruited
from the Pain Clinic of the Helsinki University Central Hospital. Ten healthy
subjects matched for age and sex (37–64 years, mean 50; eight males, two
females) served as control subjects who reported no neurological disorders or
chronic pain conditions.

fMRI Setup and Image Acquisition. The images were acquired with a 3-T
magnet (SIGNA EXCITE 3.0 T scanner; GE Healthcare) at the Advanced
Magnetic Imaging Centre of Aalto University School of Science and Tech-
nology. Each subject signed an informed consent before entering the
scanner. The recordings had a prior approval by the Ethics Committee of the
Helsinki and Uusimaa Hospital District.

The subjects had no other task but to stay alert and to keep the eyes open
during the 10-min scanning run.

The images were acquired using a gradient-echo echo planar-imaging
sequence with the following parameters: time to repeat (TR) 2,000 ms, echo
time (TE) 32 ms, flip angle (FA) 75°, field-of-view 20 cm, and matrix size 64 ×
64. In total, 33 oblique slices were acquired in an interleaved fashion to cover
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the whole brain. The slices were 4-mm thick, with no spacing in-between.
One 10-min run included 284 brain volumes, of which the first 4 were dis-
carded to allow for stabilization of the T1-relaxation effects.

For combining the functional data with anatomical data, high-resolution
anatomical images were obtained with 3D fast spoiled-gradient echo
sequence (inversion-recovery prepared): TR 9 ms, TE 1.9 ms, FA 15°, 256 × 256
matrix, field-of-view 26 cm, slice thickness 1 mm.

Preprocessing. The fMRI data were preprocessed with statistical parametric
mapping software SPM2 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/), including
realignment, normalization into the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
standard space (skull was stripped prior the normalization), and smoothing
with a 6-mm (full-width at half-maximum) Gaussian filter. The maximum
translational head motion was in both groups smaller than the voxel size,
namely 1.6 mm in the control subjects and 1.0 mm in the patients. In addi-
tion, the rotations were small: 0.03 degrees at maximum in both groups. We
observed no statistically significant differences in the average magnitude of
head motion between the groups.

Independent Component Analysis. The ICs were identified using GIFT software
(http://icatb.sourceforge.net) and group-ICA approach (43). Data from all
subjects were concatenated together and 48 common ICs were calculated
using the FastICA-algorithm (44, 45) included in the software package.

Two pain-processing network-related ICs, IC1 including the insula bilat-
erally, and IC2 including the ACC–MCC, were selected for further analysis;
IC3, covering both the precuneus and VisCx, was used as a control site.

Power Spectra. Power-density frequency spectra were calculated using the
Welch’s method, and each individual spectrumwas normalized by dividing it by

the total signal power. For quantification, the spectra were divided into three
frequency bands: 0 to 0.05, 0.05 to 0.12, and 0.12 to 0.25 Hz, and comparisons
between the patient and control groups were made with two-sample t test.

Analysis of Functional Connectivity. Inter-area correlationswere analyzedwith
respect to predefined regions of interest. A total of seven seed points (spheres
of6-mmradius)weredeterminedfromthenormalizedgroupdatafrom(i)right
anterior insula (MNI coordinates 51 15 3) and (ii ) left anterior insula (–45 6 9),
respectively, (iii) right middle insula (45 0 6) and (iv) left posterior insula
(–42 –12 –9), (v) aMCC (6 21 33), (vi) pACC (3, 33, 36), and (vii) the early VisCx
(–6 –72 12), clearly outside the known pain-processing circuitry. From these
seed points, the raw (preprocessed) data were extracted for each individual
separately using MarsBaR-software (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net). Each
extracted average time course was then used as a regressor in a general linear
model analysis to reveal the individual connectivity maps.

Individual connectivity maps were subjected to one-sample t test (patients
and controls separately, threshold uncorrected P < 0.0001 and extent of 20
voxels) and differences between the groups were tested with two-sample t
test (P < 0.001 and extent of 20 voxels).
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SI Text
Additional fMRI–ECG Measurements.Two patients and two control
subjects participated in an additional functional MRI (fMRI)
measurement, in which the subject’s heart rate was simulta-
neously recorded.
Two channels of ECG (sampling frequency, 250 Hz) were

measured with magnet-compatible electrodes along with photo-
plethysmography and respiration signals with an integrated ampli-
fierinthefMRIscanner.TheECGwasadjustedwiththefMRIsignal
off-line; data were low-pass filtered (12 Hz) and R-peaks were
enhancedbymultiplyingtheECGsignalwiththetime-shiftedphoto-
plethysmography signal. Optionally, time-domain independent
component analysis was used to improve theR-peak detection. The
resulting RR time-series was finally visually approved.

The mean fMRI signal of the specific regions of interest (ROIs)
(Analysis of functional connectivity in Materials and Methods) and
the corresponding RR time-series were interpolated into 2-Hz
sampling frequency. The mutual dependencies of the signals were
studied by computing their cross-correlations.
Correspondingly, respiration signal, adjusted with the fMRI in

time-domain, was downsampled to 2 Hz and cross-correlated with
ROI signals.
The heart rates varied from 54 to 65 beats per min, and no

systematic dependence between signal variability and heart or
respiration rate could be determined. Furthermore, time-lagged
correlations betweenROI signals andRRtime-series showed simi-
lar correlation profiles across different ROIs of each individual.

Table S1. Statistically significant differences between patients
and controls

Seed L Insula R Insula ACC

RAI + – –

RMI – + –

LPI – – +
LAI – – +
aMCC – – –

pACC + + +
VisCx – – –

Statistically significant differences (P < 0.001) between patients and con-
trol control subjects in connectivities between different seed regions and left
(L) insula, right (R) insula, and ACC. Anterior cingulate cortex, ACC; anterior
middle cingulate cortex, aMCC; left anterior insula, LAI; left posterior insula,
LPI; right anterior insula, RAI; posterior anterior cingulate cortex, pACC;
right middle insula, RMI; visual cortex, VisCx.

Table S2. Clinical details of the patients

Patient no. Age (yr) Sex Site of pain Etiology Duration (yr)

Intensity

Week Day

1 54 M R upper limb Cervical spine degeneration 16 7 5
2 46 M R lower limb CRPS II 16 5.5 5.5
3 46 M R lower limb Posttraumatic osteoarthritis 2 7 3
4 48 M R upper limb Unclear 3 7 5
5 54 F Lumbar spine Lumbar spine degeneration 18 2.5 2.5
6 38 M Lumbar spine Lumbar spine degeneration 1 8 6.5
7 63 M L upper limb Phantom limb pain 30 8 8
8 41 F Lumbar spine Lumbar spine degeneration 4 5 5
9 50 M Lumbar spine Lumbar spine degeneration 2 8 8
10 67 M Both knees Postsurgical 3 5.5 4

F, female; L, left; M, male; R, right. Mean intensity of pain during the last week and on the day of the
measurement is given on a 0 to 10 scale, where 0 is no pain at all and 10 is the worst pain imaginable.
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Table S3. Medication of all 10 patients

Patient no. Daily doses of drugs used for pain relief Other drugs

1 Acetaminophen 500 mg + codeine 30 mg × 4 Candesartan 16 mg × 1 for hypertension
2 Pregabalin 25 mg × 2,

amitriptyline 20 mg × 1
3 Gabapentin 800 mg × 4, amitriptyline 100 mg × 1,

tramadol 150 mg × 1
4 Amitriptyline 12.5 + 75 mg Nifedipine 20 mg × 1 for hypertension
5 Pregabalin 100 mg × 1
6 Pregabalin 150 mg x 2, nortriptyline 50 mg × 1
7 Pregabalin 150 mg x 2, acetaminophen 500 mg +

codeine 30 mg 2 × 3–4
8 Ibuprofen 800 mg x 2, acetaminophen 500 mg +

codeine 30 mg 1–2 × 1–4, pregabalin 25 + 75–100 mg
Bisoprolol 2.5 mg × 1 for cardiac insufficiency

9 Mirtazapine 15 mg x 1, buprenorphine 0.4 mg × 2–3,
pregabalin 150 mg × 2, nortriptyline 50 mg × 1

Ramipril 2.5 mg x 1 + hydrochlortiazide 12.5 mg x 1 +
amlodipine 5 mg × 1 for hypertension

10 Gabapentin 300 mg × 2, tramadol 150 mg × 1,
acetaminophen 500 mg + codeine 30 mg × 1
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